Tales From The Edge Volume Three

Rough Around the EdgesCan a new
beginning be found in leather and
chains?Kai Smithsons life changes
dramatically with his first glimpse into the
world of BDSM. Completely innocent, Kai
can hardly believe his eyes, but he knows
what he likes and apparently thats hot,
dominant men in leather. He isnt sure if hes
a submissive because he doesnt really
know what that means, but the feelings he
is experiencing are exciting and new.Harry
Croft, bar manager at The Underground
BDSM Club, believes in insta-lust rather
than love at first sight. And when he agrees
to train Kai, the contract between them has
one conditionno sex. But Kai has some
very definite plans about losing his
virginity and a piece of paper is not going
to stand in his way. In his new friends at
the club and at The Edge, Kai has a
ready-made support group of subs that
show him that the only rules in a D/s
relationship are those he wants to make for
himself.The old saying that you can choose
your friends but not your family is proved
horribly true for Kai, as the mysteries of
his past are revealed. As he and Harry start
out on their journey together, they must
contend with bullets as well as bondage,
danger alongside domination, and its not
easy to establish trust when the whole
world is going to hell.Scorched EdgesLove
forged in fire is unassailable.Fireman Salter
Beauman, Beau to his friends, has had his
eye on cute Marty Standish ever since he
helped rescue Marty and his boss from the
bombed out rubble of Temple Church. An
analyst for the security services, Marty is
cute, geeky and submissive through and
througheven if he doesnt know it yet.With
a serial fire starter making inroads into
Beaus life expectancy, he decides that there
is no time to waste and introduces Marty to
the D/s lifestyle. Marty responds with wide
eyes, an insatiable desire to learn and the
ability to turn Beau on with nothing more
than a wiggle of his slim hips.But Beau has
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a second, far more malevolent admirer. See
me dance is the message left at a series of
increasingly dangerous fires. Beau and
Marty must work together to catch a
psychotic arsonist before their love goes up
in flames. Literally.
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